MODEL OPINION M&A-2

(MERGER AGREEMENT, SELLER OPINION)


READ THESE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING THIS FORM


The preparation and issuance of opinion letters is governed by the Firm’s policies on third party opinion letters, which must be complied with in each instance.

2.	Do not use this form without thoroughly understanding the significance of the opinions expressed herein and performing the required due diligence. This form is not a substitute for the exercise of reasoned professional judgment, legal analysis and due diligence in each particular transaction.

3.	This form was developed for use in transactions governed by the laws of all of the states in which the Firm has an office. However, the lawyer preparing the opinion letter should make appropriate changes, if any, to conform it to any peculiarities of the state law governing the transaction.

4.	Merely because this form includes an opinion on a specific issue does not mean that the Firm should issue such an opinion in a particular transaction. If the intended recipient of the opinion letter does not require the Firm to issue one or more of the opinions that are included in this form, then the lawyer responsible for issuing the opinion letter normally should not proffer such opinions.

All of the “Transaction Documents” referenced in the opinion letter should be reviewed carefully before the opinion letter is issued, and additional assumptions, qualifications and/or exclusions may be necessary or appropriate based on that review.




























(Letterhead of the Law Firm)


[Datel


[Name and Address of Buyer]


IName of Company]

Ladies and Gentlemen:

We have acted as special [Governing Law Jurisdiction] counsel to [Name of the Company to be acquired!, [a][an] [Organizational Jurisdiction] [corporation] [limited liability company [limited partnership] (the “Company”), each of its subsidiaries identified on Schedule I attached hereto (the Company and such subsidiaries are collectively referred to as the “Acquired Companies” and individually as an “Acquired Company”) and [Name of the selling parent of the Company~, [a] [an] [Organizational Jurisdiction] (corporation] [limited liability company] [limited partnership, (the “Seller”) in connection with the transactions contemplated by the Merger Agreement dated as of [Date of the Agreement~ (the “Agreement”) among the Company, the Seller, [Name of Buyer], [a][anj [Organizational Jurisdiction] [corporation] [limited liability company] [limited partnership] (the “Buyer”) and [Name of the merger subsidiary of the Buyer], [a][an] [Organizational Jurisdiction] [corporation] [limited liability company] [limited partnership] (the “Merger Subsidiary”). This opinion letter is furnished to you pursuant to Section ____of the Agreement. Unless otherwise defined herein, terms used herein have the meanings assigned to them in the Agreement.

1. Documents Reviewed

In connection with this opinion letter, we have examined the following documents:

(a)	the Agreement;

(b)	the [Employment Agreement(s)];

(c)	the [Non-competition Agreement(s)];

(d)	the [Escrow Agreement];

(e)	the [Tax Agreement];

(f)	the certificate of incorporation, bylaws and board of directors resolutions, certificate of organization, operating agreement and members’ consent, or certificate of limited partnership, limited partnership agreement and consent of general partner, as the case may be, of the Seller and each Acquired Company (the “Organizational Documents”)

(g)	with respect to the Seller and each Acquired Company, a certificate issued by the [Secretary of State] or other appropriate official of the state of organization of such party attesting to the continued existence and good standing of such party in such state (the “Good Standing Certificates”);

	(h)	the agreements and instruments identified in Section [	I of the
Agreement (the “Reviewed Agreements”) and

	such other records, documents and other instruments as we have deemed necessary for the purposes of this opinion letter.
	

The documents referred to in clauses (a) through (e) above are referred to
collectively as the ‘Transaction Documents.”

2. Assumptions Underlying Our Opinions

For all purposes of the opinions expressed herein, we have assumed, without independent investigation, that:

(a)	Factual Matters. With regard to factual matters, to the extent that we have reviewed and relied upon (I) certificates of the Seller and each Acquired Company or their authorized representatives, (ii) representations of the Seller and each Acquired Company set forth in the Transaction Documents and (iii) certificates and assurances from public officials, all of such certificates, representations and assurances are accurate;

(b)	Contrary Knowledge of Addressee. No addressee of this opinion letter has any actual knowledge that any of our factual assumptions or opinions is inaccurate;

(c)	Signatures. The signatures of individuals signing the Transaction Documents are genuine and (other than of individuals signing on behalf of the Seller or any of the Acquired Companies) authorized;

(d)	Authentic and Conforming Documents. All documents submitted to us as originals are authentic, complete and accurate, and all documents submitted to us as copies conform to authentic original documents;

(e)	Capacity of Certain Parties. All parties to the Transaction Documents (other than the Seller and the Acquired Companies) have the capacity and fill power and authority to execute, deliver and perform the Transaction Documents and the documents required or permitted to be delivered and performed thereunder;

(f)	Transaction Documents Binding on Certain Parties. Except with respect to the Seller and the Acquired Companies, all of the Transaction Documents and the documents required or permitted to be delivered thereunder have been duly authorized by all necessary corporate or other action on the part of the parties thereto, have been duly executed and delivered by such parties and are valid and binding obligations enforceable against such parties in accordance with their terms;

		(g)	Consents for Certain Parties. All necessary consents, authorizations, approvals, permits or                        certificates (governmental and otherwise) which are required as a condition to the execution and delivery of the Transaction Documents by the parties thereto (other than the Seller and the Acquired Companies) and to the consummation by such parties of the transactions contemplated thereby have been obtained; and

(h)	Accurate Description of Parties’ Understanding. The Transaction Documents accurately describe and contain the mutual understanding of the parties, and there are no oral or written statements or agreements that modify, amend or vary, or purport to modify, amend or vary, any of the terms thereof

3. Our Opinions

Based on and subject to the foregoing and the other limitations, assumptions, qualifications and exclusions set forth in this opinion letter, we are of the opinion that:

(a)	Organizational Status. Based solely upon the Good Standing Certificates, the Seller and each of the Acquired Companies is validly existing land in good standing] under the laws of its jurisdiction of organization as of the date set forth in the applicable Good Standing Certificate.

(b)	Power and Authority. The Seller and each of the Acquired Companies has the organizational power and authority to execute, deliver and perform the terms and provisions of each Transaction Document to which it is party and has taken all necessary organizational action to authorize the execution, delivery and performance thereof

(c)	Execution, Validity and Enforceability. The Seller and each of the Acquired Companies has duly executed and delivered each Transaction Document to which it is party, and each such Transaction Document constitutes the valid, binding and enforceable obligation of such party.

(d)	Noncontravention. Neither the execution, delivery and performance by the Seller or any of the Acquired Companies of any Transaction Document to which it is a party, nor the compliance by the Seller or any of the Acquired Companies with the terms and provisions thereof: (i) violates any present law, statute or regulation that, in each case, is applicable to such party; (ii) violates any provision of the Organizational Documents of such party; or (iii) results in any breach of any of the terms of, or constitutes a default under, any Reviewed Agreement.

(e)	Governmental Approvals. [Except for the requirements of the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976 (to the extent applicable) and except as disclosed on Schedule I      I of the Agreement], no consent, approval or authorization of, or filing with, any governmental authority that, in each case, is applicable to the Seller or any of the Acquired Companies is required for (i) the due execution, delivery and performance by the Seller or any of the Acquired Companies of any Transaction Document to which it is a party or (ii) the validity, binding effect or enforceability of any Transaction Document to which the Seller or any of the Acquired Companies is a party, except (A) in each case as have previously been made or obtained and (B) consents, approvals, authorizations or filings as may be required to be obtained or made by the Buyer or the Merger Subsidiary as a result of its involvement in the transactions contemplated by the Transaction Documents.

(f)	Proceedings. To our knowledge, there is no outstanding judgment, action, suitor proceeding pending against the Seller or any Acquired Company before any court, governmental agency or arbitrator which challenges the legality, validity, binding effect or enforceability of any Transaction Document to which the Seller or such Acquired Company is a party.

(g)	Ownership of Shares. Based upon our review of the share ledger of the Company, the Seller is the record owner of all of the outstanding shares of the Company, free of any adverse claim.

	(h)	Merger. Based upon the certificate of merger issued by the
[State [Commonwealth0 of [Organizational Jurisdiction], the Merger has become effective under the laws of such jurisdiction.

4. Exclusions

We call your attention to the following matters as to which we express no opinion:

(a)	Indemnification. Any agreement of the Seller or an Acquired Company in a Transaction Document relating to indemnification, contribution or exculpation from costs, expenses or other liabilities that is contrary to public policy or applicable law;

(b)	Fraudulent Transfer. The effect, if applicable, of fraudulent conveyance, fraudulent transfer and preferential transfer laws and principles of equitable subordination;

(c)	Jurisdiction. Venue, etc. Any agreement of the Seller or an Acquired Company in a Transaction Document to submit to the jurisdiction of a specific federal or state court, to waive any objection to the laying of the venue, to waive the defense of forum non conveniens in any action or proceeding referred to therein, to waive trial by jury, to effect service of process in any particular manner or to establish evidentiary standards, and any agreement of the Seller or an Acquired Company regarding the choice of law governing a Transaction Document (except as otherwise expressly provided in this opinion letter);

(d)	Certain Laws. Federal securities laws or regulations, state securities and Blue Sky laws or regulations, pension and employee benefit laws and regulations, federal and state environmental laws and regulations, federal and state tax laws and regulations, federal and state health and occupational safety laws and regulations, the Hart-Scott-Rodino Antitrust Improvements Act of 1976 and other federal and state antitrust and unfair competition laws and regulations, the Assignment of Claims Act of 1940, and the effect of any of the foregoing on any of the opinions expressed;


(e)	Local Ordinances. The ordinances, statutes, administrative decisions, orders, rules and regulations of any municipality, county, special district or other political subdivision of any state;


(f) Certain Agreements of the Seller and Acquired Companies. Any agreement of the Seller or an Acquired Company in a Transaction Document providing for:

(i)         specific performance of any such party’s obligations;

	the granting of any power of attorney; or


	obligations to make an agreement in the future;


(g)	Remedies. Any provision in any Transaction Document to the effect that rights or remedies are not exclusive, that every right or remedy is cumulative and may be exercised in addition to any other right or remedy, that the election of some particular remedy does not preclude recourse to one or more others or that failure to exercise or delay in exercising rights or remedies will not operate as a waiver of any such right or remedy; and

(h)	Waivers. Provisions to the effect that delay or failure to exercise any right, remedy or option shall not constitute a waiver of such right, remedy or option and provisions prohibiting or limiting the effect of waivers, oral agreements or course of dealing on the terms of any Transaction Document:

		(i)         [Security Interests.	The creation, validity, perfection, priority or
enforceability of any security interest or lien;]

              (ij)	[Employment Agreements. The enforceability of any agreement of employment; and]

		(iii)	[Noncompetition Agreements. The enforceability of any agreement not to compete.]

5. Qualifications and Limitations

The opinions set forth above are subject to the following qualifications and limitations:

(a)	Applicable Law. Our opinions are limited to the laws of the [State][Commonwealth] of [Governing Law Jurisdiction], the general [corporate][limited liability company][partnership] laws of the respective jurisdictions in which the Seller and the Acquired Companies are organized], the federal law of the United States and the governmental authorities of [Governing Law Jurisdiction] and the United States, and we do not express any opinion concerning any other law or governmental authority.

(b)	Bankruptcy. Our opinions are subject to the effect of any applicable bankruptcy, insolvency (including, without limitation, laws relating to preferences and fraudulent transfers or conveyances), reorganization, moratorium and other similar laws affecting creditors’ rights generally.

(c)	Equitable Principles. Our opinions are subject to the effect of general principles of equity (regardless of whether considered in a proceeding in equity or at law), including, without limitation, concepts of materiality, reasonableness, good faith and fair dealing. In applying such principles, a court, among other things, might limit the availability of specific equitable remedies (such as injunctive relief and the remedy of specific performance), might not allow exercise of other remedies upon the occurrence of a default deemed immaterial or might decline to order a party to perform covenants in a Transaction Document. Further, a court may refuse to enforce a covenant if and to the extent that it deems such covenant to be violative of applicable public policy, including, for example, provisions requiring indemnification of the Buyer or the Merger Subsidiary against liability for its own wrongful or negligent acts.

(d)	Knowledge. Whenever our opinions are stated to be “to our knowledge” or “known to us” (or words of similar import), it means the actual knowledge of the particular Law Firm attorneys who have represented the Seller and the Acquired Companies in connection with the Transaction Documents and who have given substantive attention to the preparation and negotiation thereof Except as expressly set forth herein, we have not undertaken any independent investigation (including, without limitation, conducting any review, search or investigation of any public files or records or dockets or any review of our files) to determine the existence or absence of any facts, and no inference as to our knowledge concerning such facts should be drawn from our reliance on the same in connection with the preparation and delivery of this opinion letter.

(e)	Noncontravention and Governmental Approvals. With respect to the opinions expressed in clauses 3(d)(i) and (iii) and paragraph 3(e) our opinions are limited (i) to our knowledge, if any, of the Seller’s and the Acquired Companies’ specially regulated business activities and properties based solely upon Section ___ of the Agreement in respect of such matters and (ii) to our review of only those laws and regulations that, in our experience, are normally applicable to transactions of the type contemplated by the Transaction Documents.

(f) Reviewed Agreements. With respect to our opinion in clause 3(d)(iii), we have assumed that the law governing each Reviewed Agreement would have the same effect as the law of the [State][Commonwealth] of [Governing Law Jurisdiction], and we express no opinion as to any violation not readily ascertainable from the face of any Reviewed Agreement or arising from any cross-default provision insofar as it relates to a default under an agreement that is not a Reviewed Agreement or arising under a covenant of a financial or numerical nature or requiring computation.

(g)	Incorporated Documents. This opinion does not relate to (and we have not reviewed) any documents or instruments other than the Transaction Documents and the documents referenced or incorporated in any of the Transaction Documents) or as to the interplay between the Transaction Documents and any such other documents and instruments.

(h)        Headings. Headings in this opinion letter are intended for convenience of reference and shall not affect its interpretation.


Reliance on Opinions
 
The foregoing opinions are being furnished to the Buyer for the purpose referred to in the first paragraph of this opinion letter, and this opinion letter is not to be furnished to any other person or entity or used or relied upon for any other purpose without our prior written consent. The opinions set forth herein are made as of the date hereof, and we assume no obligation to supplement this opinion letter if any applicable laws change after the date hereof or if we become aware after the date hereof of any facts that might change the opinions expressed herein.
Very truly yours,




[Manual Signature of Law Firm]



























